Absnacl-This paper reviews how several existing standards try to address specific use cases for appliance aggregation.
INTRODUCTION
In the future, emerging wireless ethnologies such as 802.11 [5] or Bluetooth[3] will allow users to easily set up personal or environmental area networks. Such networks are distinct from conventional Local area networks m a number of ways: firstly devices may be added or removed on an a&hm basis. SeMndly they feature appliances that use embedded software. A major differrnce between appliances and PCs is whereas PC's allow modification to the software envi"mt e.g. the addition of device drivezx or application software to support a device, on appliances it is offen simply not possible to Upgrade sofhvare in this way. Thirdly conventional device drivers often suffer from configuration or umpat&ii problems. Such problems cannot be tolerated here as aggregation and disaggregation OCNIS fttquently so must operate in a M e s s manner. Fouahly in appliance aggregation the soilware that allows deviccs to WO& together must be able to cope with wide d o n m input and output capacities amongst appliances. For example an C€R application associated with a scanner will quire different USCI interfaces depending on h e t h e r it is medived via a PDA or via a PC.
The author of this paper is involved in the Adaptable Web Delivery Project at HP Labs Bristol. Although this project is not considering the problem of appliance aggregation directly, we are waking on two related problems: firstly how devices can describe their capabilities to other devices, and Secanmy how these capability descriptions can be used to adapt web content or services to those devices. For more details of this work, see the author's web page [21] . An early surve) (22] by this project looked at related standards for synchronizing address databases between devices and for cotmeetiog devices in an ordemaud fashion. Just as with appliance aggegation, hen the problems are compunded by the fact we are dealing with embedded devices so it is not pmiile to update software. This paper discusses how this work relates to appliance aggregation and identifies some impomt research issues that are c o m o n to both areas.
11.

USE CASES
.
In order to bener understand the problems of appliance aggregation, it is useful to consider some concrete use cases for personal area networks. Note the use cases presented here are not exhaustive and when possible multiple examples have been chosen to demonstrate the pervasive nature of these use cases for different types of devices.
A. Seamless device inreroction
In the first use case, we want to connect two or more devices in a seamless fashion without having to install device drivers. For example we may want to connect a phme, a PDA or a PC to a printer. Here the devices need to negotiate a protocol and format as it is likely that a PC, by virme of king a more complex device, will supptt more protocols and formats than a phone so will be capable of using the printex in a more complex way. An alternative use case might be connecfing a more unconventional device such as a cordless keyboard to a phone, a PDA or a printer. Two exampies are used deliberately to demonstrate that simply defining an appliance pmtcml for printas will not solve this use case: rather we need a genaalised mechanism for capability description, capability selection and s u h q u m t appliance interaction that can be applied to
B. Seamless device synchronizarion
In the second use case, we may want to synchronise data between two or more devices in a seamless fashion. A c o m o n example here is synchmbhg the address book between a phone and PDA or a phone and a F' C. For an alternative example consider a user who has a high capacity pmble digital audio device that they wish to synchronisewitb their home media server, Again the fact that multiple use cases exist point to the need for a generahed tneci" for synchronizaton rather than just aimed at address books and other mechanisms aimed at media. 
D. Seamless aggregate multi-modality
Our founh use case is the primary use case from muld-modality i.e. we want to be able to w n m n t l y display and interact with web content, services or danrments on two or more appliances present in the aggregation. Here the adaptation process may be complicated as we may reqiue that aggegates of devices render wntent in different ways to those Same devices when used in isolation. Secondly it is necessary to provide synchronization behveen devices so that when interaction occurs, all the devices involved are updated concurrertly. Examples of this use case include using a phone and a PC concurrently to use an on-line bank; alternatively a PDA may aggregate with a media sewer and an interactive TV to allow it to act as a universal m o t e that allows a user to query, select and preview content pdor to it being displayed on the main display.
E. Seamless session nansfer
The fifth use case is an extension of three and four. Here we may wish to switch between devices or goups of devices midsession. This \rill require a re-negotiation of adaptation. For example web content may be rendered in a simplified manner on a sman phone. However when we wish to output that content to a pMter, we may quire a high quality version equivalent to the venion we would receive when using a PC. This requires that different devices in the aggregation can negotiate for content or documents on an individual basis
F. Seamless session transfer with transfer of session data
In the sixth use case, we require that devices not only aggregate and -gate in a seamless manner, but that information essential to the task being performed by the user migrates between devices or is retrievable by all devices in the aggregation. Here passible examples include bmking a plane ticket via a web service using a P D h but then switching to a PC to complete the booking.
1U.
EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
Hopefully the reader will agree that the use cases in the previous This section wilt outline a nlrmber of existingtechnologis that try to solve a number of these use cases.
A. Universal Plug and Play (UPnP)
Universal Plug and Play[lI] is an intemonnectivity standard being promoted by Microsafl aimed at seamless device intadnion. It specifies how devices can be addressed, discovered, descdkd, conImUed, generafe events and present infomation. Hen we will concentrate on the description stage. UPnP uses XML in order to provide a structure for describing device capabilities and service descriptions. Currently Upnp does not specify specific device vocabularies; instead it is expectd that device manufacturets will devise these vocabularies themselves.
B. SyncML
The SyncML Initia1ive[8] aims to develop a w m o n synchronization pmtocnl for data between mobile devices and servers i.e. address the seamless device synchmnizatiou use case. section do all fit within the bmad remit of appliance aggregation Devices such as phones only support a limited number of applications: for example most have an address book and some have diaries. SyncML can be uxd to synchronize entries in these applications, but it is envisioned that it wuld be used for potentially any file type. Cmcially when hvo devices undergo a synchronization, they have to exchange a description of their capabilities. This is done using the SyncML Device Information (DevInfJ siandard, which is based on XML but uses a vocabulary created specifically for Devlnf
C. Medio Fearure Seis
Media Feature Sets (MFS) were proposed by the lntemet EnginTask Force to allow devices to describe their capabilities to serven when rehiwing web content, exchanging fax messages or emails i.e. seamless device independence. Like the other standards, MFS define a syntaxi301 allowing a complex description of capabilities and requirements but allows vendon to define vocabularies via a tag registration pmxedure [28] . Unlike the standards previously medoned, MFS is not based on XML. This is a disadvantage as it is easier to pmcess files based on XML due to easy availability of XML parsen. One of underlying design decisions of MFS is that device capabilities can be regarded as constraints. As a result it allows these wnstraints to be explicitly joined using Boolean operators such as AND, OR and NOT. This is very useful as it can be used to describe when a device has different capabilities for the same vocabulary property depending on the modality or be parlicular mode of operation. For example, it might be useful to describe that a PDA has different capabilities depending on whether it is being used in landscape or porwit mode. 
IV.
DESIGN PRINCIPLES FORCAPABILITY NEGOTIATION
As the previous sections emphasise, there is currently a prolifmtion of standards used by embedded devices that all define a proiile shucture and often an associated vocabula~~. This section discusses the implidons of this and what design orinciples wuld be used ta overcome these issues.
A . Advantages and disadvantages of the proliferation of standards
The current pmliferation of standards has both advantages and disadvantages: one advantage is it has allowed p u p s addressing different use cases to proceed independently without having to consider other use cases. This is impolrant as it reduces the comptexity of creating the standard and makes it easier to gain agreement. However the proliferation of standards also has some disadvaolages: firstly it has resulted in a duplication of effon when devising standards as the m e r e n t standards have all had to address the same problems i.e. how to shuchue profiles, how to create vocabularies and how to process these profils. There has atso been a duplication of effmt when Writing soffware to implement these standards: specifically using a single standard bere would reduce effort, decrease the cast of softmue development and alsa potentially increase reliability. Finally as the section on use cam highlights, when we begin to wnsider appliance -gation more widely we find that use cases such as interaction, synchronization or independence are pervasive so having standards that deal with bounded use cases may actuaUy limit appliance aggregation and interaction.
B. Avoiding Proliferation
So what can we do to simplify matters? As already noted these standards differ because they adopt different vocabularies to describe devices, they adopt different formats for conveying the device capability data and they may adopt different negotiation or adaptation schemes once the device has sent information to the other device. Therefore in order to simplify matters, we need to consider each of these variations and determine what we can do to resolve them
C. Standardising Vocabuhries
Clearly the best and most pragmatic way of simplifying intnoperability between these standards is to use a set of standard vocabularies. Ahrady, many of the standards convey the same information although they may represent it in slightly Werent ways: for example most standards need to convey the MIME types supposed by the device, the preferred language of the user and the preferred character set. In the author's opinion, achieving wmmonality in vocabulary is more important than wmonality in structure as the syntactic s t~~c t u r e of a pmfile can easily be banslated by a machine, but changing the semantic meaning of a pm& is much more difficult and may quire human inmention. methods for searching and indexing Webbased metadata, regardless of whether the corresponding resource is an electronic document or a "real" physical object. It does this by providing a semantic vocabulary for describing the "core" i n f o d o n pnopnties, such as "Desdption" and "Creator" and "Date".
lnteRstingly Dublin Core has bem explicitly rreated in a format independent way so it can be representcdusing HTML META tags, XML OT RDF. As it may be more difficult to standardise the data Srmcturs used in the Werent device capability standards, adopting a standard vocabulary like Dublin Core is an irnpoaant first step towards integration However the creation of standard vocabularies, also h w n as ontologie$6J, is not a trivial matter but has been the subject of much academic research in this area It is important that standardisation efforts consult authorative sources to lean more about this such as [39] .
D. Standardising Structures
A second way of simplifying interoperability is to use a common syntactic smcture for representing profiles. This was the design rationale behind CCIPP. CCIPP specifies a common shuclure for opabfity i n f o " but does not spcify any vocabularies, as it was hoped this will simplify intempembility. However in the author's opinion standardising profile mchrre i.e. syntactics is less imponant than standardising semantics. Specifidly there seems to be a misunderstanding that as RDF is the basis of the Semantic Web, that simply using RDF adds "sananfic understand&iiiY. RDF provides well founded modektheoretic sananrics [28] i.e. an abstract mathematical account of how to intelpret an RDF model but it d o s not automatically provide Ral world semantics, i.e. an interpretation of the model as statements about the external world.
Furthermore RDF may be regarded as a kind of "machine code" for knowledge representation, s i m b in some ways to conceptual graphs proposed by John Sowa [39] . Therefore far many data modelling tasks it may be easier to sfan with an ontology language, such as DAML+OIL [l] , that is operahg at a higher level abshaction that can then be mapped back to RDF. If we cannot use a ready-made ontology language, then it is essential we have a clear understanding of the data model we require before we sfan to think about RDF. Unfottunately CUPP does not clearly differentiate its data model from the RDF representation.
E. Similardties in struchnz in existing standards
By examining similarities in the m d u r e of existing standards, it is possible to start to identify a data model for capability negotiation. For example several of the standards mentioned previously describe device capabilities using profiles comisting of two types of elements: descriptive elements and shuctud elements. Descriptive elements describe the p@es of the device e.g. the width of the device screen in pixels. Structural elemenrs on the other hand perform two roles: they group related elements together or they provide a context so ~M I it is possible to distinguish b e e n multiple descriptive elements that refer to the same property in a profile or a set of profiles i.e. support disambiguation. Here the word context is used as defined in [39] as a way to allow subjects to have multiple values of the same property because the contexts for the property values are different. When the other device involved in the capability negotiation receives the profile, it typically interprets the demiptive elements in one of three ways, If a descriptive elemert bas a single value it is regarded as a wnsun.i nt that must be met by the other device. If it contains multiple values then it is either regarded as B choice available to the other device or it is nmssary to perform resolution i.e. examining the umtextiof the multiple values m order to select one and use it as a coostrsint or select a subset of values which may be regarded as a choice. In capability negotiation, there is an imponant distinction between application specific resolution methods where,the resolution mechanism is specific to the application and application independent resolution mechanisms. For example the UAPmf standmi specifies application independent resolution mechanisms whereas CCIPP does not propose a complete setof resolution mechanisms so malres the assumption that application avoid the current proliferation of standards it will be necesary to propose application mdqen&nt q p m a c h~~ to resolution. dependent rsolution mechanisms will be used Clearly in order to F. Data 
H. Selection And Matching
Significantly mast of the existing standards have not explicitly considered query, selection or adaptation and .have left this to implementem. However as vocabularies and profile mctures inmeax in complexity, it may be desirable to investigate this matter further. For emmple oilen devices have to selen, generate or adapt data based on information in profiles. As vocabulary size increase+ device protiles become inmasingly complex so the profile can be considered as a p i n t in a high dimensional space of possible alternatives. Recent worlQ271 by the author bas investigated a mechanism called capability classes to map this to a lower d i " i d space in order to simplify matching, selecrion and adaptation Such mechanism may be universally useful with different capability desaiption standards or a future single capability dmription standard may wish to consider th~s matter in more deph
I. Dealing With Fuhrre Use Cases
Some of the use cases described are not met by curren standards but in the author's opinion, these use cases may also require the creation of device profiles. Therefore where possible, they should shive to consider the points made in the previous section with a caveat: none of the staudards considered here adequately adsecurity, hust or privacy issues. When we start to think of session migration, we may need to consider blust and privacy issues panicularly if we are dealing with user data. Clearly this is an area for future work for more details of work that has considered the problems of privacy in CCIPP, see [37].
V.
CONCLUSIONS
This report has explained how the pmblems of capability vocabulary mation, profile mcture and profile matching, negohafion and selection, all of which have been shldied within the Adaptable Web Delivery Projeq are pervasive problems in the domain of appliance aggregation It is hoped that by highlightins the need to reduce the pmlifetation of capability description standsrds in this a m it will be possible to Simplify the task of aggregdting appliances and allow such aggregations to suppal a wider range of use C~S than arc being currently contemplated by the existing, bagmented standards.
